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(BiH), international and local
postwar Bosnia and Herzegovina
maneuver
to
assert
control
and
negotiate areas of collabo
captains
areas
In
of
and
Bosniac
of the Federation and
each
the Croat
ration.
Srpska (RS), themajor political ele
Republika
into war now also enjoy the economic spoils in
sectors. Central institutions remain weak in BiH,

in the Serb-controlled
ments

that took Bosnia

their geographical
undermined by war entrepreneurs and patrimonial elites that interact
with international organs and external capitalist institutions, adapting
their clientism to externally imposed conditionalities. A pseudo inter

"protectorate" is operated through the executive management
of the external actors: the Office of the High Representative
(OHR) of
theUnited Nations; themissions of
the Peace Implementation Council;

national

for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSCE)
and the European Union (EU); the International Management Group (an
EU-funded body that undertakes reconstruction evaluations); aid agen
cies; and international financial institutions (IFIs). They provide execu
both the Organization

tive governance that reflects the values and norms of the powers that
dominate the global economy.1 For example, at the end of 2000, the
OHR introduced wide-ranging laws and amendments concerning priva
tization, wages, and financial operations designed tomaintain market
reforms thatwould meet the demands of the IFIs for the privatization of
public enterprises and socially owned assets.2 Indeed, the external ac

tors are drawn intomicromanagement
in their efforts to implement this
encounter
resistance
and prevarication.3 Obviously,
they

vision because
the clientist

and neoliberal mechanisms
for managing
investment,
are
and
dissimilar.
But
the
normative
shares,
profits
assumptions of the
external actors and the interests of domestic elites coincide in extracting

profit from public goods and in fostering opportunities from privatiza
tion and discrimination against social ownership. In this there is com
mon ground between international and domestic parties as well as fric
tion and resistance.
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There has been limited critical research on the political economy of
in
societies or on the dysfunctional aspects of neoliberalism
a
critical theory perspective shows that the
peace building.4 However,

war-torn

in BiH highlights not only contradic
and collaboration
maneuvering
tions in the practice of neoliberalism but also the limitations of a para
digm that configures society as an adjunct of themarket. It contests the
discourse of norms that privilege global markets, the non
interventionist state, and the discounting of political and social dynam
stems from seeing collapsed
ics.5 Further, external micromanagement
statist economies as the dysfunctional "other," and from attempts to
modify the corporatist systems and "criminal" behavior of local war en
neoliberal

trepreneurs. But the external actors juggle between nation building and
diminishing the state as an economic actor by privatizing essential serv
ices and shifting responsibility for employment and welfare from the
state to the individual. This has hardly alleviated a grim social and eco

nomic situation that differentiates markedly between participants in the
entrepreneurial economy and the excluded poor, unemployed, and wel
fare dependent.
In the first part of this analysis I present a snapshot of the BiH
economy after six years of peace. I then examine the prewar and war
time aggrandisement of nationalists that carried over into the postwar
settlements. In the next section I deal with the goals and basic mecha

nisms of the external "protectors" and the interaction of neoliberalism
and clientism, with a particular focus on the privatization process. Fi
nally, I contend that the neoliberal model is dysfunctional in providing
the social protection thatwar-torn societies such as BiH lack.

A Dire

Economy

In 2001, six years after Dayton, the economic situation was officially
described as "dire."6 The war had reduced per capita gross domestic
product (GDP) to about 20 percent of its prewar level, and from this
low base the economy then grew by an average of over 30 percent a
year until 1999, mainly fueled by the donor programs, but with a gap
between the Federation and the less buoyant Republika Srpska.7 How
ever, growth at 5-6 percent in 2000/01, on an economic base still ap
proximately 50 percent of prewar levels, was less than half the Inter

Fund (IMF) projection.8 In 2000, donors had to
national Monetary
allocate funds to meet the revenue deficit of over U.S.$360
million,
with Republika Srpska having a 73 percent shortfall on expected rev
enue and the Federation

31.5 percent. The foreign trade deficit remains
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at over 60 percent of GDP.9 Foreign investment has hardly grown, de
terred by lack of local purchasing power, the cumbersome bureaucracy,

and the legal and illegal costs of authorizations. The neoliberal dis
course refers to an "appallingly
in
low level" of foreign participation
the privatization process (although foreign interests do control 40 per
cent of Federation bank assets).10
The proportion of unemployed and people made "temporarily" un
employed by thewar and waiting reemployment in September 2001 was
estimated at 40-50 percent.11 In 2000, there were 340 strikes and dem
onstrations, mostly against low pay or nonpayment of wages and pen
sions.12 Pensions, although paid more regularly since reforms in late
2000, barely cover the essential minimum for existence. The cost of liv
ing,measured as a ratio of earnings against a price index of basic con
sumables, has steadily worsened as price inflation has burgeoned. This
is especially true in Republika Srpska, where annual inflation was over

12 percent in 2000. An estimated 46 percent in the Federation and 75
percent in RS were living in poverty in 2000, and one authoritative
source indicates thatmost people were getting poorer.13 The most vul
in the Federation were helped by theWorld Bank's Emergency
Social Fund, but this was not available to the RS, where social workers
themselves were often in need of social protection and not even basic

nerable

social protection rights were being met in 90 percent of themunicipali
ties.14Neither the postwar division of spoils nor neoliberal policies ap
pear to have benefited the bulk of the population.

Lineages

of Economic

Warfare

The spoils of peace cannot be assessed adequately without reference to
antecedents in the prewar and wartime periods. Carl-Ulrik Schierup and
others demonstrate that in the 1980s, reforming federalists failed to as
sert centrally directed budget balancing
and export-led economic
growth against "profoundly authoritarian coalitions" comprising local
and workers. This struggle ramified
political elites, bureaucracies,
to
trends
corporatism and nationalist quests for jurisdiction over local
assets.15 As Milan Skulic notes, in the two most economically
under
and Bosnia?the
process rein
developed parts of Yugoslavia?Kosovo
forced traditional patrimonialism, inwhich a small number of patriarchs
In effect, "structurally embedded eco
dominated the mayoralties.16
nomic warfare

started years before themanifestly ethnically based po
litical warfare" of the 1990s.17 This was not a simple process of ethnicity

based appropriation. Divisions

between economic

liberals, conservative
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nationalists, and rural, urban, and small business interests cut across
ethnic lines within republics. Profederalists, technocrats, and intellec
tuals contested the emergence of nationalist political economies.18 The
market reforms and "shock therapy" of the federal prime minister, Ante
in 1989-1990 were intended to push integration forward. But
Markovic
in a context of austerity and constitutional impasse, the attempt opened
up local claims to protect individual economic rights and manage eco

nomic change. Schierup restored the structural parameters of political
economy to a central position and opened the way for considering the
fusion of politics and economy in wartime and afterwards.
Armed factions and entrepreneurs were remarkably adept at eco

in conditions of price distortion, poverty, and eco
nomic decline.19 During the war in Bosnia,
socialist enterprises were
to supply funds for the families of workers. War profi
commandeered
in Sarajevo, were a new breed of
teers, such as Ramiz Delalic-Celo
as "protectors" of the local eth
of
often
rural
who
acted
gangster,
origin
nomic diversification

nic group.20 However, economic cleansing did not always follow eth
nic lines. For example, Fikret Abdic, the Bosniac
tycoon of the huge
Agrokomerc
poultry business in Velika Kladusa,
fought the Bosniac
army to maintain control of the breakaway Bihac enclave. Moreover,
when not confronting each other, the protagonists regularly cooperated
to control lucrative trafficking. Croat entrepreneurs in the pseudo-state

Bosna sent oil to the Serbs in exchange for the safe passage
and humane treatment of Croats trapped in central Bosnia and for Serb
arms and ammunition supplied to the Croat Defense Council
(HVO).21
However, uneven economic distribution was a decisive factor in causing
ruptures between profiteers and "regular" military units in each com
of Herceg

munity, thereby weakening morale in the Srpska
and perhaps forcing the parties toward Dayton.22

and Bosniac

armies

Entrepreneurs adapted to the peace by investing in postwar enter
prises and enjoyed privileges thatwere formerly reserved for state- or
technocrats (many of whom fled
party-employed, urban middle-class
In Herceg Bosna, for example a former truck driver,
the violence).
Slezak Dika, dealt in gold, built up a Mostar construction com
pany reportedly worth $250 million, and became part of the Prlic group,
the country's strongest economic and financial empire.23 The surviving

Dinko

features of prewar and wartime political economy have ensured the
survival of clientism, corporatism, prebendary elites, and nationalist

acquisition.
Clientism

partly determines the distribution of assets and access to
gains. The interlocking interests of established Bosniac clans
for
include,
example, the Cengic family (Muhamed, Hasan, Halid, and

economic
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and the families of Ismet Cello, Alija Izetbegovic, Mustafa
Mustafa)
Hizet Hadzic.24 Vertically integrated enterprises, controlled
and
Ceric,
by political parties and patrimonies, link the welfare of supporters to
economic empires encompassing hotels, casinos, restaurants, banks, to
bacco, forestry, telecommunications, energy, and water companies. Jad
ranka Prlic (the Croat who sold oil to the Serbs), became BiH foreign
links with Niko Dodig
minister and formed business
(owner of a

oil company) and Marijan Primorac (Mostar bank di
Medjugorje-based
involved in construction projects and hotel own
became
rector). They
a
in the procurement of computer equipment in
ership, held monopoly
and acquired a holding in the Hrvatska Postanka Banka
Herzegovina,
(HPB) at a remarkably low price.25 A primary concern of prebendary
elites is to control rents and government revenues for their own gain.
Conflicts of interest count for little in the interlocking of government
and racketeering. The head of the Elektroprivreda
energy company,
Edhem Bicakcic, a crony of Izetbegovic, was accused of corruption long

before being dismissed by the high representative in February 2001 for
diverting public funds into the Party of Democratic Action's (SDA) cof
fers when he was Federation prime minister.26 Alemko Nuhanovic
owned a Sarajevo
and ran the SAB

made

to business

The major

hotel used by illegal migrants in transit to theWest
in 1998 after loans and credits
that collapsed
went
colleagues
unrepaid.27
bank

parties divided the spoils of the inefficient
Payments Bureaux (PBs) created in the 1950s for
and monopoly control over financial transactions.

nationalist

and costly Yugoslav
social bookkeeping

Each hegemonic nationalist party created its own successor to gain ac
cess to funds and control over money flows. For example, the Bosniac
PB funded the election campaigns of the SDA.28 As a huge obstacle to

the development of a capital market and thus to integration into the
global economy, the PBs became top of the "hit list" for the external
donors and IFIs. But the commercial banks became just as partisan, no
tably the Bank of BiH with its close links to the SDA, and theHercego
vacka Banka, raided by the Stabilization Force (SFOR) inApril 2001 on
suspicion of money laundering for theCroat Democratic Union (HDZ).29
Local nationalists instill fear into voters about the threats to na
tional unity, discriminate against other ethnics, and penalize dissent. For
instance, SDA managers dismissed Abdic supporters in Bihac and Ve
lika Kladusa.30 Moreover, nationalist parties in the Federation control
the cantonal financial police who are tasked with investigating corrup

tion,money laundering, and economic crimes. This allows the dominant
local parties to extract "revenue-raising fines" from businesses and to
audit opposition groups on the eve of elections. In July 2000, Ramiz
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director of the Federation Tax Administration, was dis
Dzaferovic,
missed by theOHR not only for tax evasion but also for using his posi
tion to discriminate against themain political opposition.31
are thus dominated by a social clientism that is weakly
Allegiances
mediated by constitutional accountability, legal norms, and process. Po

litical and economic power is closely interwoven, wealth distribution
and access to rights and opportunities are extremely uneven, the priva
tization of economic activity is poorly regulated, and social provision is
partly dependent on clientist patronage. Informal/illegal economies de
prive the government of revenue (estimated at $500 million annually,
equivalent to the budget deficit) that could otherwise be used for social
protection.32 A "survival'Vgray economy, oiled by a high proportion of

themajority of the population to subsist on
remittances,
diaspora
foreign aid, barter, back pay for demobilized sol
diers, and undeclared earnings. There is also a great likelihood of peo
ple such as sidewalk sellers being beneficiaries of mafia welfare and
extract high re
employment without necessarily realizing it.33Mafiosi
turns from smuggling, the taxation of diasporas, and protection rackets.
cash transactions, enables

Their niche may be guaranteed by a clientist relationship with politi
cians of a particular ethnic group, but unlike the nationalist politicians,
they parody the ideals of multiethnicity so vaunted by the external ex

ecutive powers by trading with any ethnic group to protect and further
their spoils.
are usually represented as deviations from an
These economies

to the liberal agenda
ideal standard of market behavior and a menace
are
formal
external
control.
To fix the gray and
they
beyond
black economies as "criminal" and distorting is part of a discourse that
because

assumes normality and legality are represented by the freemarket. Iron
ically, in an investigation into a missing $1 billion of public funds in

BiH

inDecember
1999, former U.S. ambassador Robert Frowick played
down the scandal with the argument that corruption also figured in his
own country.34 In a welfare vacuum, the gray and black economies
clearly perform a service, providing the means of escape, sustenance,
and employment. Undeclared work, for example, is part of a survival
strategy in BiH, because regulated employment is heavily taxed and le
gitimate earnings and welfare provision are inadequate even to provide
for basic needs. Moreover,
these economies are not parallel and com

petitive, since they overlap and any particular economic unit may be en
gaged in several forms of activity. Thus, theWorld Bank's microcredit
incentives in BiH, pitched at small enterprises and valued at between
about $250 and $1,000 per project, have been criticized as only suffi
cient tomake

a sure return if used to buy stock from illegal sources and
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the official

and Structural Adjustment

Governance
of the official economy of BiH is dominated by the pres
ence of international agencies wielding economic resources and execu

tive power over monetary policy and economic development. Executive
power and the leverage derived from control over aid flows are used to
propel the transition from a centralized economy that privileged public
system that is expected to allow foreign
ownership to a market-based
investment to penetrate the division of spoils. In fact, monetary policy
and aid conditionality generated trouble with Republika Srpska until a
change of government in the RS in late 1997. But research has shown

does not work, because aid has limited influence in
the dynamics of local political struggles.36 Moreover,
the disbursement
of aid began slowly and with little coordination.37
that conditionality

Nevertheless, donor support averaged about $1 billion per year in
the first five years (over 60 percent from bilateral donations). The
World Bank group lent $860 million for the period July 1996-June
2001, mainly for infrastructure, agricultural recovery, and jump-start
projects.38 After 2000, however, donor support was expected to decline.
The

IMF's final standby credit of $119 million expired inMay 2001,
and there was also a shift away from assistance for emergency projects
conditional on adherence to the Dayton agreements toward development
assistance conditional on adherence to structural adjustment (i.e., priva
tization and other measures

to establish a stable business

environment).
inMay 2000, theWorld Bank ruled that its future lending would
depend on the creation of a business and investment environment
throughout a single economic space.39 The IMF's priority had been the
establishment of macroeconomic
stability to stimulate the private sector
and attract inward investment. This was largely achieved by establish

Thus,

ing the Central Bank, the convertible mark, low inflation, and, in early
2001, a clearing system to replace the corrupt and partisan payments bu
reaus. However, without strict budgetary control, efficient tax collection,
and structural adjustment, there would be no transition to a market

oriented economy and no extension of the IMF standby arrangement.40
Privatization is themain cure prescribed for the ailing public sec

tor enterprises, utilities.41 State withdrawal from the economy is also
presented as a budgetary palliative. The sale of state assets would raise
revenue to reduce the 2001 budget deficit, offset the decline in external
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and help repay the IFIs.42 The policy is pursued
through targeted funding, through themanipulation of legislation vested
in the OHR, and through conditionalities imposed by the IFIs, the EU,
and the Ger
theU.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID),

financial

assistance,

man Technical
the process.

Program, which were tasked with initiating
training, and the creation of cantonal and na
agencies were launched at a cost of $40 million.43 In

Assistance

Incentives,

tional privatizaton
the spring of 1997, US AID and other lenders denied credit to inherited
state-owned enterprises, but inApril 2000 they also withheld financial
support for the privatization process when it was deemed to be too

slow.44 In August 2000, the high representative, Wolfgang
Petritsch,
a Federation law on investment on the grounds that "privati
sation is a central part of the economic reform thatBiH must undergo to

amended

bring prosperity and stability to the region."45
Implementation of this aspect of the neoliberal agenda illustrates
the interaction between the external market and the survival of corpo
ratism and clientism. For the external IFIs, privatization and themarket

were non-negotiable

of integration thatwould facilitate the
foreign penetration of former Yugoslav resources and markets. But en
trepreneurs and nationalist parties were already appropriating state as
conditions

sets and initially hindered the external privatization drive as a threat to
their division of spoils. By the end of 1998, only 26 of 1,600 companies
in RS and 258 of 1,600 in the Federation had prepared privatization
plans.46 The OHR controls the sale of the 86 most important state com
panies in the Federation,
2001.47

but only one had been

sold by September

Zarko Papic shows that "ethnic privatization" was a compromise
that emerged after a phase of resistance until about 1998, when nation
alist elites sought to control the process, management, and ownership so
that they could take advantage of development funds that were condi
tional on measures

toward privatization.48 Telecommunications
(includ
and
energy (electricity and gas) were divided on
ing broadcasting)
ethnoparty lines to provide major sources of revenue for the nationalist
parties and their parallel structures.49 They followed a "co-capitaliza

invented by the Tudjman regime in Croatia for the redis
tribution of government and socially owned assets. Introduced into west
areas. The
itwas copied in Bosniac
Mostar and Croat municipalities,
process involves the creation of shadow boards that take over enter
tion" model,

prises prior to privatization and ensure, through contractual continuity,
that existing directors will own the privatized firm. Former state enter
prises are commonly allowed to run down; the assets are then stripped,
and the property is sold to the shadow board at rock-bottom prices. The
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to the dominant nationalist

party.50

a major privatization
scandal concerning the giant
Paradoxically,
Mostar aluminium plant antagonized themoderate Alliance for Change
coalition, which came to power at Federation and state levels in Febru
the "alliance"
(based on
ary 2001. International executives welcomed

the Social Democratic Party and the Bosniac Party for Bosnia) as an al
ternative to ethnonationalist politics, but then bowed to ethnonationalist
privatization. Croatia had taken over Aluminij Mostar in 1996 with an

led by Mijo Brajkovic. The management had the en
management
terprise valued at $84 million, a fraction of its prewar value of $620
million, although the plant had suffered little war damage and its ex
ports in the first year of revival reached $85 million. Through a co
HDZ

it, with the majority of
process, Brajkovic
privatized
capitalization
and to Croat workers. At the
shares going to the Croat management
same time, Daimler Chrysler of Germany planned to "rescue" the com
pany, and the OHR appointed a team of Dutch auditors. The auditors ac

knowledged that illegalities had occurred but "for political and practical
reasons" recommended
that the ownership structure should remain
undisturbed. The UK ambassador observed that the ownership structure

was

illegal and the company scandalously managed. Alliance politicians
refused to recognize the audit and demanded that the high representa
tive restore the company to the state, but Petritsch demurred on the

grounds that he could only offer counsel.51

Conclusion
The common explanations for failure concentrate on the local structures
and agents and the absence of robust neoliberal policies. The Dayton
agreement legitimized an overly bureaucratic structure of governance and

an ineffective tax- and revenue-raising system. "Dysfunctional" and "crim
inal" local elites and their structureshave been able to resist themarket be
cause external actors have not been consistent and forceful enough in im
posing it and because themodel of privatization (transferringownership to
workers or to "approved" commercial interests through voucher schemes)
was

to corruption.52 In September 2001, the high representative,
blamed poor economic performance on the lack of ur
Petritsch,
Wolfgang
and
concerted
gency
political will in restructuring state conglomerates, pri
and
vatizing utilities,
promoting a single economic space.53
open

ignore the structural problem with the market
explanations
To
itself.
strategy
begin with, this strategy assumes that social protection
Such
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imperatives. Along with a reduction in humanitarian
the
dire
economic
aid,
situation, and the discarding of social functions
by privatized enterprises, the strategy contributes to social stress. For

will follow market

privatization entails job losses. The IMF demands "greater
flexibility" in the hiring and firing of workers and is critical of "overly
generous entitlements" inmaternity benefits, for employment termina
tion, and forwar veterans.54 When the Zenica steel works is privatized,
half of the 2,000 workforce is expected to become redundant.55 Em
ployment creation comes well down the list of criteria for lending by
USAID
(behind "quick start," exploitation of local raw materials, export
example,

potential, and exclusion of war criminals).56
Since 1998, in response to various developmental
crises, econo
mists in the IFIs have signaled general reforms tomitigate harmful im
pacts of economic liberalization. InMay 2000, theWorld Bank's coun

try assistance strategy for BiH included strengthening the social safety
net. The Bank approved a $14.6 million credit, repayable over thirty
five years, for educational development
and welfare policies for the
most vulnerable.57 But this represents only about a third of the sum
committed to merely managing
the privatization process. Economic

growth and employment will continue to be led by the private sector,
and association with the EU will emphasize export-led policies and the

business market.
But as developmentalists
they meet

local needs.58 The

have argued, markets acquire value only if
IFIs have substituted "poverty reduction

strategies" for "structural adjustment programs" in dealing with devel
opmentalism. Although raw neoliberalism has been softened, develop

show that this has not changed the macroeconomic
condi
tionalities or provided additional and adequate means to sustain public
social services, employment, and local productive capacity. Reformist
poverty reduction strategies have had little overall effect on reducing

mentalists

poverty and have been censured for being "blind to the crucial role of
basic social services."59 In the context of social development critiques
since themid-1990s,
alternative strategies emphasize global redistribu
tivemechanisms and local economic self-reliance with public regulation
of external corporations and controls on the flow of capital and invest

ment.60 BiH has some similarities with poor countries targeted for de
velopmental assistance, and its ethnic divisions and clientist structures
are not the only traditions operating on the political economy. External

policies might have nurtured protection of local production and suffi
ciency in a mixed economy with an emphasis on self-sustaining coop
erative ventures, the public aspects of infrastructural reform and social
services, and improved and regular pay for public sector workers. In
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many contexts, investment in public/cooperative ownership and welfare
would be appropriate alternatives tomafia welfare and warlord control
of social assets.
War entrepreneurs have been well placed to capitalize on a pattern of
activity under market rules while resisting foreign investment
by levying formal and informal premiums. Entrepreneurs in BiH have
secured the spoils of peace by transferring the clientist system into the
economic

postconflict political economies and by accommodating the conditional
ly imposed by external "protectors" within the processes of privatization
and deregulation. It is less a case of foreign carpetbaggers replacing

local elites, than one of internal-external economic coexistence, inwhich
the elderly, the unemployed, middle-class
technocrats, and those in pub
lic services are squeezed.61 The consequences of neoliberal intervention

thus include the reinforcement of interlocking government and business,
and the siphoning of privatized public assets into private pockets.
Officials and independent experts have called formeasures to demol
ish existing power structures, to create a business-friendly environment,

and to fulfill the EU's Road Map requirements to facilitate integration
into the euro economy.62 Such solutions imply "more of the same," over

looking the contradictions in promoting democracy and deregulation
through an unelected, authoritarian executive. Above all, the executive
engineering overlooks the extent to which market forces contribute to
poverty, social division, and corruption and enables war entrepreneurs
to evade responsibility. The BiH economy is in the hands of capitalist pat
rimonies thatmanipulate
the economy for political or prebendary gain,
actors where they see benefits. Admit
with
international
collaborating

tedly, constant intervention and the exercise of conditionality by the
international agencies require constant effortby internal elites to circum
vent the external rules. But local reactions and resistance to the external
influences make the "manifest destiny" of an integrationist neoliberal

economy a flawed vision. The political economy of BiH is unlikely to
sustain human needs without some analogue of collective provision for
employment, welfare, and public services to protect the populations from
clientism, mafia welfare, and neoliberal priorities. Structural adjustment
and reformist poverty reduction have not delivered economic or social
justice to themajority of the peoples

of BiH and Kosovo.

?

Notes
Michael Pugh is director of thePlymouth InternationalStudies Centre, Univer
sity of Plymouth, UK, and editor of the journal International Peacekeeping
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(Frank Cass, London). He has published articles on peacekeeping, humanitari
anism, and peace building. His latest edited book is Regeneration ofWar-Torn
Societies (2000).
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